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The Scope of the Document 
 

The documents contain an outline of the following required topics: 

▪ A detailed description of the solution and technical implementation 
▪ Description of inventiveness and innovative elements in the solution 
▪ User interface 
▪ Description of the benefits for the target group of the solution 
▪ The opinion of the end-user on the solution and the process of its implementation 
▪ Publications regarding the solution 
▪ Sales and marketing materials 

Appendix: Presentation Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology 
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About Nextsense  
 

Nextsense is an IT company with more than 18 years of experience in the development and 
implementation of innovative solutions and systems for the complete digital transformation of a 
wide spectrum of organizations. 

Proven expertise in digital transformation  
Using the latest innovative technologies, our products and solutions are based on extensive 
experience and expertise in building digital solutions for renowned companies and governmental 
institutions in Europe and wider, in telecoms, finance, and production industries. In the digital era, 
security, confidence, reliability and smart usage is of utmost importance for organizations and 
consumers. Our solutions are a successful combination of long-term experience in developing 
components for digital signing and innovative technology that guarantees maximum security and 
protection of digital documents. That is the fundament of our solutions that are built in more than 
70 different applicative systems of renowned companies and institutions.  

Our scope of solutions is wide, starting from secure solutions for digital signing, timestamping, 
verification and e-delivery of documents are fully compliant with EU regulations and standards – 
Nextsense Signing Suite, solutions for digital transformation and interconnection of public 
institutions in providing, delivery and exchange of documents and data for digital services - 
Nextsense Interoperability Platform and powerful e-parliament and e-government solutions 
implemented worldwide.  
 
Nextsens's innovative solutions have been validated and confirmed in over 17 countries and are 
already in operation with leading companies in banking, telecommunications, manufacturing, and 
trading. 

Our know-how in digital transformation, along with the tools and technology we use, opened the 
door for extending the company's footprint on other continents, such as Asia (Middle East) and 
Africa. We are committed to driving the organizations through the digital journey, to ease the 
process of implementing intelligent solutions for the digitalization of internal processes. We assist 
them in replacing manual and paper processes with digital. In this process, we educate the 
companies regarding the latest technology trends in digitalization, EU and world standards and 
regulations on trust services. 

With its rich product portfolio in the field of digital transformation solutions, platforms and tools, 
backed by numerous references to successfully implemented complex projects in the Republic of 
North Macedonia, the Western Balkans and beyond, Nextsense is positioned as a company – 
leader in digital transformation. 
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About the Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology 
 

The idea behind 
The Coronavirus significantly affects people’s lives and is a potential danger to our health to the 

whole society. The global threat from COVID-19 motivated and inspired us to focus on innovative 

solutions, to support the collective efforts to fight against the global pandemic.  

From the onset of the Coronavirus outbreak, Nextsense, being a socially responsible company 

commenced the process of identifying technical solutions that can help the society in the efforts 

to fight Covid-19. Based on the research of the needs of the health systems and their response to 

the virus, primarily in the countries in Asia which have faced the health hazard before it arrived in 

Europe, we decided to employ our technical know-how in developing contact tracing technology. 

Mobile app for detection of Covid-19 exposure is aimed to support and complement the measures 

of health authorities in detecting contacts of infected persons, thus contributing to faster stopping 

the chain of the virus spread.  

The analyses of the possible solution have been particularly focused on the following aspects: 

▪ The aim of the application – to provide relevant information for encounters (date of encounter, 
the temporary ID of contacts, duration) for the last 14 days relevant for incubation. 
▪ UX of the app – to be simple and easy to use by a wide population 
▪ Full data and privacy protection – no location, no GPS technology, no personal information, 
anonymized temporary IDs 
▪ Technology – we have chosen BLE advertising protocol as the most appropriate for detecting 
contacts while protecting the privacy and saving energy on the phones. 
 

As the peak of the virus is expected to be and of April-beginning of May, it was crucial to have the 

application functional and published on stores before April 15th so most of the users will have a 

backlog of 14 days in the peak, to be compatible with the nature of this virus. 

Nextsense mobile app team, supported by other teams in the company (web, design, QA, 

marketing), with great enthusiasm, in an extremely short period of 10 days has designed and 

implemented the mobile application based on Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology, created an 

informative website and backend system for healthcare professionals, using the BLE technology. 

In line with the EU recommendations 
In the meanwhile EU Commission issued roadmap that shows the path towards the common lifting 

of containment measures and recommends the introduction of contact tracing digital tools as one 

of the key measures for lifting containment measures: “Mobile applications that warn citizens of 
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increased risk due to contact with a person tested positive for COVID-19 are particularly relevant 

in the phase of lifting containment measures” - Joint European Roadmap towards lifting COVID-

19 containment measures.  

Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology /apps cover the requirements from the PEPP-PT- Pan-

European Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing standard, advised by the EU. 

Donation to health authorities 
Being a company with a high level of awareness for solidarity and support of the community, 

Nextsense has made its technology for contact tracing for the exposure of Covid-19 available to 

authorities around the world as a donation. 

“Each country needs to implement an effecting contact tracing solution to prevent future 

outbreaks and break the chain of the spread of the virus and consequently initiate a national wide 

campaign to inform the citizens on the importance of activating the contact tracing app. 

We have issued a public call for donation to any country or national health authority that is 

interested to implement Nextsense Contact Tracing technology to implement a contact tracing 

mobile application for its citizens. We are also open to share our practical experience and assist 

in project implementation steps.” – emphasized Vasko Kronevski, CEO of Nextsense for Radio 

Free Europe. 

Nextsense donated it’s Contact Tracing Technology to North Macedonia and 
Hungary, implemented in the contact tracing mobile apps, to complement the measures of the 
authorities to fight against COVID-19 pandemic. North Macedonia implemented StopKorona! 
contact tracing app, while Hungary launched VirusRadar mobile app. Both applications/countries 
use the same technological framework, slightly adapted to the needs of a particular country. 

 

 
 

StopKorona! – a mobile app for Covid-19 contact tracing implemented in North 

Macedonia  
 

Nextsense donated the StopKorona! to the Ministry of Health of the Republic of North Macedonia 
and enabled the health care authorities to faster identify and break the chain of transmission of 
Coronavirus. The app is developed in consultations of the Ministry of Information Society and 
Administration. 
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VirusRadar – a mobile app for Covid-19 contact tracing implemented in Hungary  
VirusRadar mobile contact tracing application donated by Nextsense represents Nextsense's 

contribution to Hungarian authorities in support of the fight against Coved-19 global pandemics. 

The VirusRadar application in Hungary is implemented by the Ministry of Innovation and 

Technology with the support of the Hungarian IT company Biztributor and is managed by the 

Hungarian Government Agency for Development of Informatics (KIFÜ). 

Hungary's interest in Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology is based on the proven technology, 

safety, and protection mechanisms used by Nextsense, combined with the need to help authorities 

to easily detect potentially exposed persons and provide them instructions for health protection, 

thus stopping the chain of the spread of the virus. 
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Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology at a glance 
  

Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology based mobile apps act as a personal log tool for tracing user’s 

exposure by measuring the distance between mobile devices that have the application installed. It uses 

Bluetooth to communicate with other users of the app to exchanges encrypted, anonymized data about 

the distance of all nearby devices, at a distance relevant to the spreading of the infection, for a limited 

period of the past 14 days. 

It uses received signal strength indication (RSSI) values to measure signal strengths between mobile 

devices. Calibrated values are used to estimate the approximate distance between users, whereas the 

duration of such a connection is registered by the mobile app itself. The data is stored only on the 

user’s device and includes records only from the past 14 days. 

The App covers the requirements from the PEPP-PT- Pan-European Privacy-Preserving Proximity 

Tracing standard, advised by the EU. After registration, the user is advertising temporary IDs through 

the phone’s Bluetooth Low Energy capability. The temporary IDs are renewed periodically to fully 

protect the privacy of the user. 

When a person using the app is detected as positive with the virus, the app user will be asked to share 

his/her app entries with the Ministry of Health. The data stored on the users' phone is the date of the 

encounter, anonymized application identifier (temporary IDs) of the other user, distance, and duration 

of contact. This data is shared with the authorities only upon explicit consent given by the app users, 

providing them full control over their privacy. The app does not collect location data or any personal 

data about other users. While fully protecting the privacy of the users, the competent authorities will 

examine the data and decide which contacts from the user's log were potentially exposed to the virus 

and inform that they have been in close contact with a person who is a COVID-19 positive with 

appropriate health measures for each of them. 

Nextsense contact tracing technology is developed with a special focus on protecting user’s privacy. 

We are closely following the EU and WHO guidelines on the implementation of contact tracing apps 

and we are following data privacy regulations to ensure that the app will only process the minimal 

required data and obtain an explicit user consent if when of the collected data is being shared to the 

health authorities.  

The application and the applied technology behind is only a tool that assists the health workers to 

establish a better chain of contacts.  
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The Role of Nextsense Contact Tracing mobile app in the fight against COVID-19 

The underlying goal of development of Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology/mobile app is: 

▪ to provide a fast response to healthcare authorities about persons that might have been 
in close contact with an infected one in the past 14 days 
▪ to help the citizens in detecting the virus treat by tracing of their close contacts, enabled 
by this app. 

For the Users 
Developed based on the best global practices for the prevention from Coronavirus, the mobile 
application acts as a personal log tool for tracing user’s exposure with other persons nearby by 
the detection of the distance between mobile devices/applications, using Bluetooth technology. 
Users have full control over their privacy and share their data only with their explicit consent. The 
app does not collect data about users' locations. 

The app is particularly important in cases when the user has been in a close proximity with 
person/s detected positive on Covid-19 without knowing him/her personally. Just took a bus with 
them, or been in a close proximity in the supermarket, in the bank office, in the park…  

For the Health System 
Nextsense Contact Tracing mobile app is a complementary measure to activities that the health 
authorities for the detection of persons potentially infected with COVID-19. The app assists 
healthcare authorities in their fast identification and breaking the chain of transmission of 
Coronavirus and thus prevent potential new spread. Data deriving from the app will be used by the  
Ministry of Health in the process of tracing of potentially exposed persons to COVID-19  upon 
consent given by app users. 

Voluntary usage – contribution to health protection 
By downloading the app voluntarily, users contribute to the process of tracing persons they have 
been in contact with, who may be positive to COVID-19. This allows them to be informed if they 
have been close to an infected person in an extended period. 

Wide usage by the Community 
Support of and wide action for app usage by all members of our community is essential for the 
fight against Coronavirus. By accepting benefits from Nextsense Contact Tracing apps, each 
member of the community contributes to stopping the spread of COVID-19 and to saving human 
lives. The more people use the app, the faster we will be able to defeat this danger. 

In only 24 hours after the launch of the StopKorona! mobile app in North Macedonia, nearly 
32.000 users have activated it! 
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Detailed description of the solution, technical implementation and 

user interface 
Solution Components 

The solution consists of the following components: 

▪ Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology 
▪ Mobile apps for Android and iOS: StopKorona! and VirusRadar 
▪ Informative websites for the users https://stop.koronavirus.gov.mk/ https://virusradar.hu/ 
▪ Back end solution with user-friendly administration panel for healthcare workers, including 

a notification system.  

Mobile apps for Android and iOS 
Parameters considered when designing the model of application 

Ease of use: Minimal user activity 
  

Validity technology: GPS does not provide accurate 
information inside buildings and 
premises. Bluetooth provides 
greater precision for remote 
devices. Measurement of exposure 
time. 

Data collected: No personal information is 
recorded from other users, nor GPS 
info on user movement 

Required legal changes: No legal changes are required for 
use 

Who has access to the data: Only the health authorities have 
access to information that the user 
will agree to share independently. 

 

 

Analyses and decisive factors while choosing the underlying technology 
GPS vs. Bluetooth  

GPS is not use due to the following Bluetooth consideration and 
advantages  

Indoor unavailable.  
Inside of buildings, there is no way 
to locate mobile users and their 
proximity because GPS is not 

Mass usage.  
Every new modern wearables like 
watches, speakers, wrists or other 
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functional indoor, and most likely 
that all of citizens within one 
building will be marked as “closed 
distance” 

new equipment are working on BT 
technology; 

Lack of short range precision.  
The precision of GPS is not in small 
distances, but in tens of meters, 
which is not relevant for this virus, 
because it should be in less than 2 
meters 

New BLE technology.  
We are using “Bluetooth Low 
Energy advertising protocol” that 
makes very low consumption of 
mobiles battery; 

Privacy issues.  
Users are exposing their data for 
their locations, positions, 
movements, which is a big privacy 
issue.  

Safe inter-connection.  
When we are detecting two 
applications on two different 
mobiles, we are opening tunnel 
communication for exchanging 
application IDs, so it is a secure 
connection that cannot be 
interfering by other devices; 

Indoor unavailable.  
Inside of buildings, there is no way 
to locate mobile users and their 
proximity because GPS is not 
functional indoor, and most likely 
that all of the citizens within one 
building will be marked as “closed 
distance” 

No privacy data.  
BT technology does not expose 
any privacy related data for the 
user as the application doesn’t 
have a possibility to save location 
data. 

Lack of short range precision.  
The precision of GPS is not in small 
distances, but in tens of meters, 
which is not relevant for this virus, 
because it should be in less than 2 
meters 

Local storage of data.  
This solution saves all data on 
local storage on users mobile 
phone, until the user decides to 
send his data for the last 14 days 
to the central server, where MoH 
has access. 

Privacy issues.  
Users are exposing their data for 
their locations, positions, 
movements, which is a big privacy 
issue.  

Mass usage.  
Every new modern wearable like 
watches, speakers, wrists or other 
new equipment are working on BT 
technology; 

Indoor unavailable.  
Inside of buildings, there is no way 
to locate mobile users and their 
proximity because GPS is not 
functional indoor, and most likely 
that all of the citizens within one 

New BLE technology.  
We are using “Bluetooth Low 
Energy advertising protocol” that 
makes very low consumption of 
mobiles battery; 
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building will be marked as “closed 
distance” 
Lack of short-range precision.  
The precision of GPS is not in small 
distances, but in tens of meters, 
which is not relevant for this virus, 
because it should be in less than 2 
meters 

Safe inter-connection.  
When we are detecting two 
applications on two different 
mobiles, we are opening tunnel 
communication for exchanging 
application IDs, so it is a secure 
connection that cannot be 
interfering by other devices; 

 

Description of inventiveness and innovative elements of the solution 
The app traces exposure with potentially infected persons, by the detection of the distance 
between mobile devices/applications by using Bluetooth technology aimed at providing fast 
response to healthcare authorities about persons that have been in close contact with the infected 
person. 

The Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology uses Bluetooth to communicate with other app users 
and exchanges encrypted, anonymized data about the distance of all nearby devices, at a distance 
relevant to the spreading of the infection. It uses received signal strength indication (RSSI) values 
to measure signal strengths between telephones. RSSI calibrated values are used to estimate the 
approximate distance between users, whereas the duration of such connection is registered by 
the mobile app itself. 

The app uses Bluetooth Low Energy advertising, to save user’s mobile device power. 

Android Application operates on Android OS devices, version 5.0 or later. The device should have 
support for BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy advertising). iOS application operates on iOS devices, 
version 11 or later. The device should have support for BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy advertising).  

Permission to use location is requested only on some of the Android devices because 
Android/Google requires apps that need access to Bluetooth Low Energy advertising to request 
permission to use location. However, the app does not collect nor utilize GPS location data on 
Android devices. 

The application provides usage without disturbing the other apps from functioning. Android the 

app is also operational in the background and users will be able to use other applications in 

parallel. For iOS app works best when active in the foreground. We recommend users to keep the 

app open during meetings, with the screen faced down, and when in crowds. Power Save Mode 

will be activated in such instances, and the screen would be dimmed. 

Key parameters of the app 
▪ Detection of the distance of mobile devices by Bluetooth 
▪ A distance of 2 m 
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▪ Connections of min. 20 minutes 
▪ Period for the past 14 days 
▪ Keeping anonymous information (mobile code) only on your mobile device 
▪ Sharing the contact list only with healthcare professionals 

Full Data Privacy Protection 
The technical solution fully respects the data privacy, it operates without GPS and location 
services which are the main concern of the users. The App does not monitor nor collect data about 
your movements and location. The App uses Bluetooth to estimate your distance from other 
telephones that have activated the same app. 

The only data related to the user is his/her mobile telephone number, stored on a safe server 
managed by the Ministry of Health and is never shown to the public. 
 
Upon signing up on the app, a unique random alphanumeric code is generated for user 
identification (eg. 987g564) – temporary ID that is being frequently changed. The code is then 
connected to his/her mobile telephone number. The code, along with the user’s mobile telephone 
number is stored on a secured server of the Ministry. 
 
When the user is close to another phone with an active app, both devices use Bluetooth to 
exchange temporary IDs (aliases) from the app that can only be decrypted by the Ministry of Health 
and that do not expose any person’s identities. 

The data deriving from the contact tracing apps is kept solely in the mobile device of the user, until 
they are shared with the authorities voluntarily, only upon explicit consent given by the app users, 
providing them full control over their own privacy. The data does not contain mobile phone 
numbers, but rather only codes that can be decrypted only by authorized persons from the Ministry 
of Health. Upon sharing by the user the data are kept on the secure server of the Ministry of Health 
and their usage is managed by the strict protocol of the Ministry of Health.  

Usage of the Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology 

Activation of the app 
Activation of the application is fast and user friendly. After downloading the app from the Google 
Play Store for Android version or Apple Store for iOS version, the users should follow these simple 
steps: 
 
1. Sign up by entering your mobile phone number  
2. Enter the code you will receive via SMS  
3. Enable Bluetooth and keep it turned on any time you are out of your home 
 
The app should be kept running in the background for Android users. 

 iOS users should turn on the app any time while in a move or during a meeting and face the 
device’s screen down to activate Power Save Mode.  This way the app can scan your surroundings 
while saving battery power. 
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Data about nearby devices are stored on the mobile telephone 
Data about codes of nearby apps are stored exclusively on user’s mobile telephone. If an app user 
tests positive for COVID-19, he/she independently decides whether to send data stored on their 
mobile telephone to the Ministry of Health. Said data do not contain mobile telephone numbers, 
but rather only codes that can be detected only by the Ministry of Health. Sharing data collected 
by the use of this app is fully pursuant to the Law on Personal Data Protection. 

Sharing Information in Case the User is COVID-19 positive 
If an app user gets infected with the virus, the Ministry of Health will request the app user to share 
with the Ministry his/her app entries, whereby competent authorities will detect telephone 
numbers and will inform the persons that they have been in close contact with a person who is a 
COVID-19 positive, while fully protecting the privacy thereof. 

Data from the app will be shared on a voluntary basis, solely upon request from the Ministry of 

Health. If an app user tests positive to COVID-19: 
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1.   The Ministry of Health will send an SMS enlisting a CODE, so that the infected person could 
voluntarily send data from the app. 

2.      Select SEND DATA in the StopKorona! app, enter the CODE and confirm. 

3.     Authorities from the central system will receive the complete list of potentially infected 
persons and take further steps pursuant to the procedure, and will also have the opportunity to 
inform said persons by sending them notifications via the system. 
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User interface  

 

StopKorona! Mobile app 

The user interface of the app is designed to follow the user experience, enabling widespread 
usability, easy to activation and usage of the app. The app provides simple but appealing user 
interface, implemented notifications and reminders for usage – all already acknowledged by the 
users. 
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VirusRadar app 
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Backend solution 
The backend solution consists of a user-friendly administration panel for healthcare workers, 
including the notification system. Nextsense provides full User Manual and training for the heаlth 
care workers that use the backend system. 

 Key components of the back-end system 
▪ Access only to health authorities (website with username) 
▪ Data only from users who sent the data with their consent 
▪ Data for: 
▪ Mobile number 
▪ Distance 
▪ Time / Date: Start-End 
▪ Duration 
▪ Possibility to send notifications 
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Public websites 
To inform the users about the application benefits and usage and to address the frequently asked 
questions, Nextsense created an informative website: 

StopKorona! (MK) -  https://stop.koronavirus.gov.mk/ 
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VirusRadar (HU)– www.virusradar.hu 
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Description of the benefits for the target group of the solution 
 
Nextsense initiated, developed and donated the Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology, thus 
empowering the health care authorities with digital tool to faster identify and break the chain of 
transmission of Coronavirus. 
 

The target group of this solution - multiple beneficiaries:  

▪ Ministry of Health of the Republic of North Macedonia 

▪ Ministry of Innovation and Technology; Hungarian Government Agency for Development 

of Informatics (KIFÜ). 

▪ Citizens of the Republic of North Macedonia 

▪ Citizen of the Republic of Hungary 

▪ All governments and citizens around the globe, willing to adopt this app, provided for free as a 
donation by Nextsense. 

 

Benefits of the App  

▪ To inform app users about possible exposure to the virus, especially in the case when they do 
not personally know the infected person, but have been in extended contact 
▪ To provide guidelines to potentially infected for self-isolation, testing, and treatment 
▪ To give a quick response to the health authorities with which the person has been infected in 
the past 14 days 
▪ To complement the measures of the Ministry of Health for detection of the contacts of the 
infected persons, supported by the technology. 
▪ To release the health care professionals from the burden of surveying the contacts of the 
patients 
▪ To block the chain of the spread of Coronavirus 
▪ To express the solidarity in the fight against Coronavirus and to contributes to the collective 
fight against this common health thread.  
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Global impact of this app/Scalability 
 

Nextsense made available its Contact Tracing Technology and mobile application to all other 
countries for free, as our contribution to the health authorities and the society in the fight against 
Coronavirus.   

Governments can implement this solution, using Nextsense support in only 5 days, thus providing 
a fast response to the COVID-19 related crises.  

The value of this Nextsense solution derives from putting technology at a service to the health 
authorities and the wellbeing of the citizens, without any cost for the beneficiary and the users, 
while fully respecting their privacy. 
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The opinion of the end-user on the solution and the process of its 
implementation 
 

Official end user and beneficiary of Contact Tracing Technology (StopKorona! and VirusRadar 
mobile apps) are the Governments of the Republic of North Macedonia and Hungary and their 
citizens, based on the signed Contract for Donation with Nextsense. 

Health authorities from other countries embrace the opportunity and expressed their interest in 
adopting the contact tracing mobile app as a donation from Nextsense. However, consultations 
are still ongoing but we sincerely hope that other governments will experience the benefits of this 
application. 

 

Opinions for StopKorona! 
In North Macedonia, this solution has been embraced and acknowledged by the Ministry of Health 
as a beneficiary, Ministry of information society and administration as a supporter on the special 
press conference at the Government, on which this solution was presented and promoted to the 
citizens with the public call to download and use the application for the benefit of their health and 
for assisting the health authorities in the fight against COVID-19. Ministry of Health and 
Government dedicated numerous media occasions to address the public on this topic. 

 

Highlights from the StopKorona! Press Conference 
The StopKorona! moble app has been officially announced on April 13th, 2020 at the Government 
of the Republic of North Macedonia, by the Minister of Health, Ass. Prof. Dr. Venko Filipce, Minister 
of Information Society and Administration, Damjan Mancevski and CEO of Nextsense, Vasko 
Kronevski. 

Minister of Information Society and Administration Damjan Manchevski pointed out that during 
the preparation of this application special emphases have been given to help epidemiologists in 
the process of tracing the persons who are positive COVID-19 while securing privacy and data 
protection of the users. "We responsibly claim that the application guarantees full privacy 
protection. StopKorona! does not follow the contacts, does not use the location, nor the name and 
surname of those who use the application. The application operates on a voluntary basis, ie only 
in case the user of the application receives results that it is positive for COVID-19, he can 
voluntarily send the data from his application to the Ministry of Health.” 

Minister of Health  D-r Venko Filipce expressed the gratitude to Nextsense for developing and 
donating StopKorona! application, emphasizing that the mobile app will significantly facilitate the 
work of epidemiologists in determining the primary or secondary contacts of infected persons. 
“This application will significantly facilitate the work of epidemiologists because it will, in some 
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way replace the questionnaire, and with this tool, the primary contacts can be easily detected." – 
stated Minister Filipce. 

Vasko Kronevski, CEO of Nextsense presented the idea, concept and motivation for development 
and donation of StopKorona! - “In support of the community and the efforts made by the Ministry 
of Health, the Ministry of Information Society and Administration and the Government to deal with 
this emergency, with great enthusiasm, in an extremely short period we have designed and 
implemented the mobile application StopCorona!, created an informative website and backend 
system for healthcare professionals to prevent the chain of Covid-19 spread through detection of 
potentially infected persons using Blutooth technology. StopKorona! is a mobile application 
developed according to the world's best practices in dealing with coronavirus, taking care of the 
full protection of the privacy of the app’s users". 
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Public Announcement of Virus Radar – donation for Hungary 

 

https://hirado.hu/belfold/kozelet/cikk/2020/05/13/az-uj-virusradar-mobilos-alkalmazas-

hozzajarul-a-vedekezeshez 

https://www.kormany.hu/hu/innovacios-es-technologiai-miniszterium/hirek/koronavirus-

schanda-az-uj-virusradar-mobilos-alkalmazas-jelentosen-hozzajarul-a-jarvany-elleni-

vedekezeshez 
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Publications regarding the solution 
Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology and Mobile apps raised huge interest in the public. After 
the launch of the mobile app on 13.April 2020, a huge number of publications were broadcasted 
to the public. Below are some of them. 

Website links 

https://time.mk/?q=stopkorona&search=news 

http://www.mioa.gov.mk/?q=mk/node/2912 

https://www.google.com/search?q=%22stopkorona%22&rlz=1C1GCEA_enMK777MK777&sxsrf=
ALeKk001Szwv6dJHCBmhUZRHvqd0M7CIKg:1586935990938&ei=triWXuPjOKrVgwfOgLCYCg&
start=10&sa=N&ved=2ahUKEwjjlpWg9enoAhWq6uAKHU4ADKMQ8NMDegQICxBA&biw=1600&bi
h=757 

http://amcham.com.mk/2020/04/15/stopkorona-new-mobile-app-for-tracing-exposure-to-covid-
19-donation-from-nextsense-to-the-ministry-of-health/ 

https://kajgana.com/prezentacija-na-mobilnata-aplikacija-stopkorona-na-festivalot-kako-svetot-
reagira-na-kovid-19 

https://ekipa.mk/internatsionalen-onlajn-festival-kako-reagira-svetot-na-kovid-19/ 

https://www.mkd.mk/makedonija/obrazovanie-i-zdravstvo/nekstsens-so-aplikacijata-stop-
korona-na-onlajn-festivalot-kako 

https://plusinfo.mk/nekstsens-e-a-prezentira-aplikaci-ata-stopkorona-na-internacionalen-onla-n-
festival/ 

https://faktor.mk/onlajn-festival-nekstsens-kje-ja-pretstavi-aplikacijata-
stopkorona?fbclid=IwAR0pZjKy5MXaWuOIDarkF4ED6LC_oLnjcdDakfoi_0A3_ybwwdgjvByLQT8 

https://zenskimagazin.mk/onlajn-festival-nekstsens-kje-ja-pretstavi-aplikacijata-stopkorona 

https://denar.mk/221280/biznis/internacionalen-onlajn-festival-na-tema-kako-svetot-reagira-na-
kovid-devetnaeset 

https://www.crnobelo.com/novosti/domasni/76387-internacionalen-onlajn-festival-na-tema-
kako-svetot-reagira-na-kovid-19-prezentacija-na-mobilnata-aplikacija-stopkorona 

https://tocka.com.mk/vesti/340553/internacionalen-onlajn-festival-na-tema-kako-svetot-reagira-
na-kovid-19-prezentacija-na-mobilnata-aplikacija-stopkorona 
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YouTube  

Win-Win TV program on Telma TV: https://telma.com.mk/vin-vin-09-04-2020/ 

Press conference at the Government: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbjDvikAKAo 

Al Jazeera Balkans: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXThiJazGeU 

Promotional videos of the Government:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0TEgr8Pjtw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhqVlWc8Bas 

Nextsense website 

https://nextsense.com/contact-tracing-technology.nspx 

https://nextsense.com/ns-newsarticle-stopkorona-new-mobile-app-for-tracing-exposure-to-
covid-19.nspx 

https://nextsense.com/ns-newsarticle-virusradar-a-mobile-contact-tracing-implemented.nspx 

Nextsense Social Media 

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/nextsense_stopkorona-covid19-innovativesolutions-activity-
6655834431321849857-Vs0D  

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6664517694534012928 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6683718424721408001 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6657272558871728128 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6657949669764714496 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6660488320381972481 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6655834431321849857 

Social Media 

Posts by: 

Minister of Health:  

https://www.facebook.com/filipce.venko/posts/2361750640798622 

https://www.facebook.com/filipce.venko/posts/2361750477465305 
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Prime-Minister: https://www.facebook.com/o.spasovski/posts/1551564428354508 

MASIT: https://www.facebook.com/MASIT2000/posts/2560823340912084 

Government: 

 https://www.facebook.com/VladaMK/posts/2997120537013784 

https://www.facebook.com/VladaMK/posts/2993738444018660 

https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=3050784941647343&set=pcb.3050797331646104 

https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=2997136947012143&set=a.233777356681463 

https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=2997117590347412&set=a.233777356681463 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=2995924793800025&set=pcb.2994747487251089 

https://www.facebook.com/VladaMK/videos/1618914704952710 

https://www.facebook.com/VladaMK/videos/523635808325407 

МISA (Ministry of Information Society and Administration):  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEXN0QDza9o 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgOZ2FiSE-Y 

AmCham - https://www.linkedin.com/posts/american-chamber-of-commerce-in-macedonia-
amcham-macedonia-_we-are-so-happy-to-see-our-member-companies-activity-
6656103482854113280-ilUk 

Al Jazeera Balkans http://balkans.aljazeera.net/files/blazevska-evrosimoska-makedonske-

vlasti-pokrenule-aplikaciju-stop-korona 

Balkan Insight https://balkaninsight.com/2020/04/16/north-macedonia-leads-region-in-covid-

19-tracing-app/ 

Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology/Applications websites 

StopKorona! https://stop.koronavirus.gov.mk/ 

VirusRadar https://virusradar.hu/ 

WIKIPEDIA 

Reference and description of Nextsense Contact tracing apps: StopKorona! for North Macedonia 
and Virus Radar for Hungary 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_apps 
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Promotion in Hungary 

https://hirado.hu/belfold/kozelet/cikk/2020/05/13/az-uj-virusradar-mobilos-alkalmazas-

hozzajarul-a-vedekezeshez 

https://www.kormany.hu/hu/innovacios-es-technologiai-miniszterium/hirek/koronavirus-

schanda-az-uj-virusradar-mobilos-alkalmazas-jelentosen-hozzajarul-a-jarvany-elleni-

vedekezeshez 

https://www.facebook.com/kormanyzat/ 

https://hungarytoday.hu/coronavirus-hungary-app-virusradar/ 

https://hungarytoday.hu/coronavirus-epidemic-winding-down-says-chief-medical-officer/ 

https://dailynewshungary.com/covid-19-tracker-app-available-for-download-in-hungary/ 

https://twitter.com/marcosecchi/status/1261183961679704065 

https://ekipa.mk/virusradar-mobilna-aplikatsija-za-sledene-na-izlozhenosta-na-kovid-19/ 

http://skopjeinfo.mk/virusradar-mobilna-aplikacija-za-sledenje-na-izlozhenosta-na-kovid-19-
implementirana-vo-ungarija 

VirusRadar – мобилна апликација за следење на изложеноста на Ковид-19 – 
имплементирана во Унгарија како донација од Некстсенс   

https://tocka.com.mk/vesti/342281/virusradar-mobilna-aplikacija-za-sledenje-na-izlozenosta-na-
kovid-19   

https://plusinfo.mk/nekstsens-donirashe-aplikaci-a-za-slede-e-na-izlozhenosta-na-kovid-19-vo-
ungari-a/  

https://denar.mk/222095/biznis/virusradar-mobilna-aplikacija-za-sledenje-na-izlozenosta-na-
kovid-devetnaeset 

https://www.crnobelo.com/novosti/domasni/76792-virusradar-mobilna-aplikacija-za-sledenje-na-
izlozhenosta-na-kovid-19-implementirana-vo-ungarija-kako-donacija-od-nekstsens  

https://faktor.mk/mobilnata-aplikacija-na-nekstsens-za-sledenje-na-kovid-19-implemetirana-vo-
ungarija?fbclid=IwAR02qIzcFn_w0N5Pok1bwbQ5m4BJstNFQTWdF12_cLATZNk42l14Q-r-YA0 
 
https://zenskimagazin.mk/mobilnata-aplikacija-na-nekstsens-za-sledenje-na-kovid-19-
implemetirana-vo-ungarija 
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Sales and marketing materials 
 

There are no sales material for this solution since it is not developed for sales, but rather to 
support the community. In the Republic of North Macedonia, promotion is done by the 
Government and the Ministry of Health by broadcasting videos on TV stations, posting on social 
media and promoting the app to the public on all media appearances. 

Besides public addresses and digital content, collateral such as posters, stickers and other 
marcomms materials are under the preparation, to be positioned on the places frequently visited 
by the crown, such as busses, banks, supermarkets, markets, health institutions etc. 

Government posters/banners: 
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Posters for frequently visited locations: health care institutions, supermarkets, banks, markets  
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One page for the doctor's offices to be printed and delivered to each patient to activate the app

  

Baner on the most visited news aggregator www.Time.mk 
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Promotional videos of the Government:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0TEgr8Pjtw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhqVlWc8Bas 

 

Nextsense shares open call on Social Media for a donation of Nextsense Contact Tracing 
Technology / mobile app to other countries 

 

 

EUROPEAN DIGITAL SME ALLIANCE 
▪ https://www.digitalsme.eu/solutions/ 
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Wide public interest for Nextsense Contact Tracing Technology 
Nextsense’s announcement to donate it’s Contact Tracing Technology to any Government 
interested to adopt it, resulted in a number of contacts with a request for implementation in other 
countries. Also, numerous journalists expressed their interest in interviews with company 
representatives aimed at providing information about the functionalities, personal data protection, 
and the impact of the app for breaking the chain of the spread of coronavirus. 

 

Within the first month of operation, the following interviews had been conducted: 

▪ Participation on the journalist Outriders Festival - "How the world responds to Covid-19"  

https://festiwal.outride.rs/en/ 

On April 28, 2020, Nextsense presented it’s contact tracing technology implemented in 

StopKorona! mobile application on the international online festival "How the world responds to 

Covid-19", organized by the international journalism platform Outriders. 

The festival, attended by representatives from all around the world, is being held on a symbolic 

day - the day of the Superheroes. The event aimed to mark the greatest initiatives and innovators 

in the coronavirus crisis and inspire new solutions to help fight the Covid-19. The state of 

emergency caused by the global pandemic is a strong driver for innovating, helping, sharing, 

engaging and self-organizing. Each country has its own heroes: medical workers, community 

leaders, influencers, entrepreneurs, artists and businesses. 

The organizer has invited Nextsense to present the StopCorona! app, which is already recognized 

in Europe and beyond as an app designed to help fight the spread of the pandemic with Covid-19. 

Given the worldwide interest in this type of mobile app that allows tracing the exposure of Covid-

19, Nextsense at the Festival presented the experiences and the model of a mobile app for 

detecting close contact with potentially infected people through a process of proximity detection 

of mobile devices / applications, using Bluetooth technology. The mobile app StopCorona! is the 

first of its kind in the SEE region and among the few in the world. 

 

▪ Interview on protecting personal data aspect for PINA – Platform for Investigative 

Journalism https://pina.mk/3236-mobilni-aplikatsii-za-kovid-19-i-linijata-megu-zashtitata-i-

zgolemeniot-nadzor/ 

▪ Interview for Radio Free Europe – Balkan Service: 

https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/aplikacije-zastita-korona-virus/30570369.html 

▪ Interview for 360 degrees TV - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmOxTdrCjPo 

▪ Interview on BBC Wolrd Service radio show „Coronavirus Global Conversations: Contact-
tracing apps“ https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/w172x2sqn4v6pq5 
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